
PURITANS MAX WEBER

The article examines the construction of 'Puritanism' in Max Weber's famous essays on the Protestant Ethic, and finds
that the principal, empirical source for this.

These new ways of thinking and acting undoubtedly played a role in changing the view of people who became
capitalists and workers. Weber notes that this is not the spirit of enlightenment, but is a pessimistically
disillusioned type of individualism. This was not a simple influence of the idea of freedom in the abstract, but
emerged in a specific social and economic context, that of peasants on German estates when feudal forms
were disappearing and market influences were being felt. Weber found that often serfs would do everything
they could to rid themselves of their status as serfs, in order to obtain freedom. For him the realization meant a
renunciation, a departure from an age of full and beautiful humanity, which can no more be repeated in the
course of our cultural development than can the flower of the Athenian culture of antiquity. One has to dig a
bit deeper. But that does not alter the picture as a whole. In essence then, Weber's "Spirit of Capitalism" is
effectively and more broadly a Spirit of Rationalization. For it shows that the leaders of these ascetic
movements understood the seemingly paradoxical relationships which we have here analysed perfectly well,
and in the same sense that we have given them. Weber argues that the asceticism of Protestantism had
different implications than what it did in earlier societies and the middle ages. The subject of Weber's
investigation is capitalism, and Weber defines this as more than just an impulse to acquisition, because even
this impulse exists among physicians, noblemen, soldiers, gamblers, etc. They held the theory that the Mosaic
Law had only lost its validity through Christ in so far as it contained ceremonial or purely historical precepts
applying only to the Jewish people, but that otherwise it had always been valid as an expression of the natural
law, and must hence be retained. As evidence, it can be noted that many of the early capitalist developments
occurred in the Italian city states, and these were Catholic areas. Thus when authors, as was the case with
several contemporaries as well as later writers, characterize the basic ethical tendency of Puritanism,
especially in England, as English Hebrews they are, correctly understood, not wrong. The Puritans Prynne,
Parker repudiated all connection with the large-scale capitalistic courtiers and projectors as an ethically
suspicious class. Adams and Sydie note that Weber was also interested in explaining how the rationalization
that developed with capitalism resulted in disenchantment and loss of meaning p. The Puritan wanted to work
in calling; we are forced to do so. And, of course, when it comes to Puritan ethics, the other side of the coin is
hypocrisy. No one could save the individual, no priest, not the Church, no sacraments. It is necessary,
however, not to think of Palestinian Judaism at the time of the writing of the Scriptures, but of Judaism as it
became under the influence of many centuries of formalistic, legalistic, and Talmudic education. In the 17th
century, Puritan sects had literally created the New England states and Pennsylvania. So, although the form of
religion remains, the spirit is swiftly vanishing away. Weber even considered western music to have become
rational. For when asceticism was carried out of monastic cells into everyday life, and began to dominate
worldly morality, it did its part in building the tremendous cosmos of the modern economic order. Definition
of Capitalism. Is there no way to prevent this â€” this continual decay of pure religion? He points out that
science in India was well developed, but the method of experimentation was not used. His idea of modern
capitalism as growing out of the religious pursuit of wealth meant a change to a rational means of existence,
wealth. Both facilitated the accumulation of capital, so critically important to the economic growth and
development of nations. The manner in which this dilemma was resolved, Weber argued, was the investment
of this money, which gave an extreme boost to nascent capitalism. For religion must necessarily produce both
industry and frugality, and these cannot but produce riches. For the purposes of this chapter, though by no
means for all purposes, we can treat ascetic Protestantism as a single whole. This order is now bound to the
technical and economic conditions of machine production which today determine the lives of all the
individuals who are born into this mechanism, not only those directly concerned with economic acquisition,
with irresistible force. For it is less pleasing to God than the active performance of His will in a calling. That,
furthermore, the tendency which has existed everywhere and at all times, being quite strong in Germany today,
for middle-class fortunes to be absorbed into the nobility, was necessarily checked by the Puritan antipathy to
the feudal way of life, is evident. The profit-making of the businessman justified his activities, and the fixed
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calling the work of the worker in a highly developed division of labour. In the pursuit of this end, as one of the
most successful ministers known to history, he placed his services at the disposal of the Parliamentary
Government, of Cromwell, and of the Restoration until he retired from office under the last, before St. Berger
and David Martin have interpreted the Protestant revolution in Latin America as implicit support of basic
elements of Weber's thesis. Each course of action has consequences, either positive or negative, and decisions
concerning action are not made on the basis of tradition, religion, or by invoking magical powers. This method
has existed since Antiquity, but to be properly carried out, must be highly developed, requires the use of
money, and methods like double entry bookkeeping. See quote 12 on predestination. Hence they
proportionately increase in pride, in anger, in the desire of the flesh, the desire of the eyes, and the pride of
life. Since this is true, then the rise of capitalism cannot be attributed to Adam Smith , the Protestant
Reformation, etc.


